
SERVICE
ALPINE® fertilizers are backed by a team of qualified experts in 
liquid fertilizer. ALPINE® has the most experienced, professional 
and dedicated staff in the industry.  On-going training ensures that 
each member is current on local agronomic issues and they are 
qualified to design a grower specific fertilizer program.

LOGISTICS
ALPINE® fertilizers are manufactured in Canada. No need to 
worry about trucks getting delayed at the border crossing; years 
of logistic experience ensures that product reaches your farm 
on time.  ALPINE® has its own fleet of trucks at its disposal to 
meet the growing demand for ALPINE G24® starter fertilizer. Its 
manufacturing plant is strategically located to provide timely 
delivery service.

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT
Plant Products has years of experience in the setup of proper 
application equipment for starters fertilizers.

WHY BUY

ALPINE G24®
LIQUID FERTILIZER?

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW 
WHEN COMPARING STARTER FERTILIZERS
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Trust the liquid fertilizer
professionals... ALPINE®.

We know what works!

Seven CCA’s on staff and  
over 200 years of experience.

Contact your local ALPINE® DSM:

Brad Nicholson
Brigden/ 519.275.1434

Pierre Pinsonneault
Woodstock/ 519.532.5023

Wade Graham
Mount Pleasant/ 519.533.2102

Jeremy Johnson
New Hamburg/ 519.502.9101

Wayne Mitchell
Parkhill/ 519.272.7220

Nick Cressman
Dundalk/ 519.321.1041

Brad King
East Hwy 400/ 613.328.5958

1.800.265.2268



NITROGEN SOURCES:

•  There are many different suppliers of urea, both foreign 
and domestic, with varying specifications in terms of 
quality and seed safety (biuret)

•  Substituting high biuret urea would decrease nitrogen 
cost but jeopardizes seed safety Ammonium nitrogen 
dramatically increases P uptake

•  Substituting cheaper grades of aqua ammonia can 
sacrifice quality 

PHOSPHORUS SOURCES:
Substitute 10-34-0 for superphosphoric acid.

•  The more 10-34-0 the less ortho (available P) in the 
product

•  By substituting 10-34-0, product price can be lowered 
by up to $.08/L

•  Substitute “spent acid” for superphosphoric acid.
•  Spent acid is acid that has been used primarily for 

etching metal in the automobile industry. It contains 
high levels of heavy metals that could be toxic to seeds 
and/or other crops.

•  By substituting spent acid, product price can be lowered 
by up to $.13/L

POTASSIUM SOURCES:
Substitute KCL (muriate of potash) for KOH (potassium 
hydroxide)

•  Substituting KCL could change the agronomic 
performance and physical characteristics of the 
product. It could raise the salt index level, which could 
harm seed germination.

•  By substituting KCL, product price can be reduced by 
up to $.05/L

WE WILL NOT COMPROMISE FERTILIZER QUALITY FOR A CHEAPER PRICE.

QUALITY
The cover samples all represent a 6-24-6 fertilizer analysis, 
which proves that starter fertilizers come in all colours and 
viscosities. However, it’s what is in the starter that counts during 
planting and at harvest. We’ve all heard the saying “you get what 
you pay for” and that holds true for fertilizer too. That’s right, 
just because the analysis is 6-24-6 does not mean it is the same 
product. And just because a fertilizer is clear, it does not mean it 
does not have heavy metals or impurities.

A good sales representative can fool most of us but they will not 
fool your crop. Bottom line - good raw materials are key to 
making a quality product!

Raw material substitutions may decrease the product price 
but may also decrease the agronomic safety and performance. 
When comparing starter fertilizers, it’s important to compare 
apples to apples, not just a numerical analysis. There is a reason 
that ALPINE® is the leading manufacturer of seed-safe starter 
fertilizers.

Through over 70 years of experience 
we know that a quality product delivers 
quality results during planting and at 
harvest time!  Our customers rely on 
this quality for more timely, hassle-free 
plantings and consistent higher yield 
results.

ALPINE® products are manufactured with the highest quality raw 
materials, to provide available nutrients, seed safety, precision 
placement and are corrosion-free.

It’s these characteristics that make ALPINE® liquid starters truly 
unique! Now let’s take a look how some fertilizer manufacturers 
are cutting costs on phosphorus, potassium, and nitrogen.

10 QUESTIONS
TO ASK THE NEXT FERTILIZER  

SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
THAT SAYS THEY CAN SELL YOU  

THE SAME PRODUCT AS ALPINE G24®

1. What raw materials make up the product? 
ALPINE G24® is made of ammonium hydroxide, green 
phosphoric acid, and potassium hydroxide.

2. How much orthophosphate (available phosphorus) does 
the solution contain? 
ALPINE G24® is 80% orthophosphate and 20% polyphosphate.

3. What is the salt index?  Can it be placed on the seed? 
ALPINE G24® is seed safe and has a low salt index.

4. Does it contain chlorides, heavy metals, or other 
impurities? 
ALPINE G24® is chloride-free, has low heavy metals,  
and has low impurities.

5. Is the fertilizer soluble? 
ALPINE G24® is one of the most soluble starters on the market.

6. Will it corrode application equipment? 
ALPINE G24® is virtually non-corrosive.

7. Is your in-furrow starter seed safe? 
Yes, ALPINE G24® is a seed-safe product when used at 
recommended rates.

8. Is your fertilizer compatible with most insecticides? 
ALPINE G24® mixes well with most in-furrow insecticides and 
other pesticides, but we always recommend a jar test prior to 
full scale mixing.

9. Do you provide technical & agronomic support for  
this fertilizer? 
ALPINE® has the best agronomic, technical and sales support 
in the industry for seed-placed starter.

10. Does your product contain micronutrients? 
ALPINE G24® contains trace amounts of key micronutrients 
available to germinating seeds.


